Bildeston History Quarterly:
Issue 12 (Autumn 2014)
Bildeston History Quarterly welcomes
the first of a series of articles by Peter
Hubbard of Bath. He spent his childhood
in the village and now shares his
memories of the people and places
around him in the 1930’s. Peter’s family
lived in the house with the first floor bay
window overlooking Market Place so he
was certainly in the centre of things.
Views of Market Place are included with
occupiers of houses and proprietors of
shops identified. All the guests are
wearing their best clothes and two of the
ladies have cloche-style hats. Do you
know who the happy couple are?
‘Tales from our neighbours’ tells the
story behind the village sign at
Kettlebaston, one of the first to be
erected in the area. Occupiers of the
nearest house have had several unwarranted knocks on their front door over
the years as the style of the sign resembles many pub signs. Thanks go to
Christine Coe of Chattisham for the loan of her family papers concerning
George and Susanna Pearsons who had an island off the coast of Australia
named after them and, for eighteen years from 1819, ran a shop in Bildeston
Market Place. With further research, it has been possible to identify the shop
and also trace the endeavours of their thirteen children.
The series ‘Lords of the manor’ now comes to the period 1765 to 1814, when
the Brand family of Polstead Hall were lords. Read about William Beale Brand’s
complicated will, how he directed that the manor house Bildeston Hall and its
accompanying lands were sold, which left his brother Thomas only the lordship
here. Also how volumes on manorial descent and authorities on Suffolk
heraldry have failed to mention Thomas, although his name clearly appears in
Bildeston’s manorial court books. Neville Whittell of Hadleigh has kindly
responded to an appeal for information about Bildeston men who served in the
First World War. During a visit to the editor, Neville loaned photographs for
copying and told of his family story that cousins Frederick Whittell and Harry
Whittell volunteered together for military service in 1914 and that both men
returned safely. More research has taken the story of the Whittell family in
Bildeston back to 1737 and possibly turned up the reason why Fred called his
home Vimy Ridge.
Bildeston History Quarterly is an independent magazine published at the
beginning of September, December, March and June. If you have a family
story to tell or would like an aspect of the history of the village and its
surrounding countryside investigated, please contact the editor Sue Andrews
on 01449 740673.
Bildeston History Quarterly Issue 12 is on sale now price £3 at Bank
Stores and Brook Farm Studio in Bildeston, at Avis the Newsagent
and Idler Bookshop in Hadleigh and
at Hollow Trees Farm Shop in Semer.
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Coffee and Cakes are being sold to raise funds for Macmillan Cancer Support
at Burstall Village Hall (IP8 3DR) on Saturday September 6th from 10.30 am
-12 noon. Come and join us for a friendly hour or so, freshly brewed coffee
and tea, delicious home made cakes and biscuits. Bring a bag to buy extra to
take home to eat or to freeze. Plenty of parking at the rear of the hall, everyone
very welcome. Hope to see you there.
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Howard with Teresa
at the Saracens Head
You will remember that I do like to make a visit to the Norfolk Broads at
some time during the Summer months. Frank pulled up at the boat yard
of H E Hipperson (Tel. 01787 379036) at Gillingham Dam in Beccles.
There was much excitement as my mother and I alighted and a trolley
was brought round for cold boxes, picnic hampers, leather holdalls,
mooring stakes, mallets and cleft sticks. We were taken to our day boat.
Frank doesn’t sail well and so he stayed with the car and the boat was
“self-drive” for us. We meandered past reeds and courting couples,
herons and water voles and tied up for our coffee. We enjoyed our lunch
in a quiet cove on the way to Oulton Broad. We chugged back into the
boat yard as the clock struck five and Frank had the motor car running
so that we could purr back through the counties of Norfolk and Suffolk.
Let me tell you about the Saracens Head at Newton Green Sudbury
CO10 0QJ (Tel. 01787 379036) where the proprietor is Teresa and I enjoy
dinner from time to time. Teresa has a varied menu at reasonable prices
and an ample frontage. Teresa’s father is renowned for his marrows
which Teresa serves stuffed with mince beef and covered with cheese
along with mixed vegetables and new potatoes. That is an item on the
£6 menu. The dressed Cromer crab with salads from the salad bar has
been a favourite of mine over these warmer days. Why not give Teresa
a call – tell her that I sent you.
I know that you were all delighted to have news of Frank and Maria. I
made mention of Frank’s plums which have now dropped off and were
sliced on top of my breakfast. Maria tells me that she is looking forward
to lifting Frank’s King Edwards.
Banks will not lend on a property that has been owned by the Seller for
less than six months. These are rules that stem from the Money
Laundering Regulations. One would not be able to mortgage a property
that had been owned for less than six months. There will also be
problems for a buyer in a sub-sale who is unlikely to be able to obtain a
mortgage. There are so many issues that could arise in a conveyancing
transaction and fortunately my 29 years of experience keeps us on the
straight and narrow.
I regularly tell you about the advantages of having a Will and indeed a
Lasting Power of Attorney and please do not hesitate to discuss those
matters with us.
Howard Gibbons
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